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DID YOU KNOW?
ACS Richland Local Section
is now on LinkedIn!
We will be sharing info related
to local section events and
opportunities. You are also
welcome to interact with us
and send in comments on the
platform for any suggestions.

Let’s Connect!
https://www.linkedin.com/company/
american-chemical-society-richlandlocal-section/

OCTOBER 2022

PLEASE VOTE

YOUR PARTICIPATION IS APPRECIATED!

BALLOTS DUEth
NOVEMBER 13

Section Elections
2023 Section Officer Voting Instructions
The election for officers of our local ACS Section will be conducted electronically. The
ballot will be sent to the email address you provided to ACS in your “Yellow Book”
member registration. You will receive an email with a link to a survey. Simply follow
the link to see the ballot where you can vote for each position. The voting process
is very straightforward and will take about one minute. Note that the ballot has the
option for write-in candidates, per our bylaws. The last day votes will be accepted
is November 13, 2022.
For those members who do not have an email address registered, you are
receiving a paper ballot with this newsletter. Any member who wishes to
vote with a paper ballot may request one by contacting Mariefel Olarte at
mariefel.olarte@pnnl.gov

ANNUAL MEMBER RECOGNITION SOCIAL NOV 18
Please join us for our Annual Member Social & Awards Ceremony, November
18th, 6:00 p.m., PST in Richland Community Center in Riverview Room (500
Amon Park Dr, Richland, WA 99352). Our social evening will include a keynote
talk about Wine Chemistry from Eric Hoppe, Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory. In this talk, he will discuss his career path and his early brush with
wine and natural products chemistry It’s the time for Richland Local section to
socialize and honor the 50- and 60-year ACS members and more. Join us for a
fun filled evening with wine and light hors d’oeuves.
Research Posters: presented by Eastern Oregon University Students
RECOGNITION: 50- and 60-Year ACS Members and more
ACS Fellow: Dr. David J. Heldebrant
Local Section Volunteer of the Year: Cristina Padilla Cintron
The keynote talk will be broadcasted, so please join us online using the
registration link: https://american-chemical-society.zoom.us/meeting/
register/tZMrfu2prjwsH9GWGjgM4IVO21xK4qBji-yv

point to ponder

“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited
to all we know and understand, while imagination embraces the entire world,
and all there ever will be to know and understand.” – Albert Einstein

PRESENTING THE 2023 SLATE OF CANDIDATES
CHAIR-ELECT Shirmir Branch
Shirmir Branch is a Chemist at Pacific
Northwest
National
Laboratory.
She joined the Nuclear Chemistry &
Engineering group at PNNL from the
University of Cincinnati in 2018, where
she received her PhD in analytical
chemistry. The focus of her research at
PNNL involves separations techniques in
various media, and molten salt chemistry and spectroscopic
monitoring development. She has been a member of the
American Chemical Society since 2009 and has participated in
national, reginal, and local meetings as a presenter and event
organizer. She has been involved in the local Richland section
since 2016 and currently serves as the section’s secretary.
She has participated in several outreach events with the TriCities. She is founding member of the local Women Chemists
Committee and currently serves as the committee chair.

CHAIR-ELECT Satish Nune
Dr. Satish K. Nune holds a Ph.D. in
Materials Chemistry, is a senior research
scientist and project manager at
Pacific Northwest National Laboratories
(PNNL). Since 2009, Dr.Nune has
been working on to develop various
hybrid nanostructured materials with
engineered porosity for rare earth
metals separations, subsurface imaging and water management
applications. My strong commitment to materials synthesis has
resulted in about 75 peer-reviewed publications, 13 patents,
24 DOE Reports and 2 book chapters. My research work is
regarded with numerous citations (~4200) from research groups
worldwide and has h-index 29. I have significant experience
in managing staff, timelines, budget, managing scope of work,
meet deliverables in schedule driven environment. I served as
a Treasurer for our Richland ACS section during 2013 and 2014.
I served as a Session Chair/ Co-Chair for a sessions in ENFL
Division at American Chemical Society (ACS). I also served
as Area Chair for Nanoparticles (3D), PTF (AICHE) from 20172019 and Inorganic materials (8D) in Materials Engineering
& Sciences Division (MESD) at AICHE from 2019-2021. I am
committed and will continue my service and leadership to our
local section and member community.
As a candidate for chair elect, my main goal is to bring the
ACS’s and Richland ACS section vision into an exciting reality.
I will work towards building a strong and dynamic local ACS
team and contribute to the overall success and growth of
ACS. If elected, I would also like to work with Diversity and
Inclusion Committee to diversify ACS membership community
and leadership team.

SECRETARY Vanessa Dagle
Dr. Dagle came to the PNNL in 2007 and joined
the Energy & Environment Directorate in 2009.
She received her Ph.D. in Chemistry from the
Laboratory for Catalysis and spectrochemistry,
University of Caen (France). She has 15 years
of experience in the area of heterogeneous
catalysis and chemical process development.
Her current research activities are focused
on the catalytic upgrading of biomass-derived oxygenates to
fuels and chemicals. Experience with various catalytic chemical
processes include: thermochemical conversion of syngas to fuels,
catalytic tar and methane reforming for biomass derived syngas
clean up, olefins oligomerization, steam reforming of hydrocarbons
and alcohols, selective CO methanation, and water-gas-shift
catalysis. Her work has benefited clientele in both the government
and private industry arena and has resulted in numerous journal
articles (> 40), 7 patents and multiple presentations. She has been
a member of the American Chemical Society (ACS) since 2012 and
would be delighted to be more involved in the ACS and contribute
to grow the impact of the local Richland ACS section.

treasurer Sonia Alcantar Anguiano
Sonia is a Chemist at Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory. She has a B.S. in
Biology and a A.S. in Chemistry from the
University of North Georgia. Her work
focuses on the dissolution, separation, and
purification of actinides. She joined ACS in
2021 and has since been an active member.
Sonia organized this year’s Química Bajo el
Sol/Chemistry Under the Sun event and is excited to continue with
her involvement and volunteerism through the Richland Section.

treasurer Roza Wojcik
Roza Wojcik specializes in the development of
prototype instrumentation and methodology
to address analytical challenges in biological,
environmental and fuel applications. She
has a B.S. in Environmental Science from
Rutgers, and a Ph.D. in Analytical Chemistry
from the University of Washington.
Her professional experience includes
biotechnology and instrumentation R&D industries. She joined
Pacific Northwest National Lab (PNNL) in 2015 as a post-doctoral
fellow where she worked on the development of prototype
instrumental setups and characterization of Structures for Lossless
Ion Manipulation (SLIM) technology. Currently she is a chemist at
the PNNL National Security Directorate (NSD).
As a treasurer, she plans to continue to actively support the ACS
local chapter leadership in its community outreach efforts.

PRESENTING THE 2023 SLATE OF CANDIDATES cont’d
COUNCILOR Anna Cavinato

COUNCILOR Sankar Krishnamoorthy

Anna Cavinato is a professor of Chemistry
at Eastern Oregon University in La Grande,
OR where she teaches analytical chemistry
courses. Her research focuses on the
development of microfluidic sensors for
environmental monitoring. She has received
several research and educational grants that
have allowed to establish a strong research
program involving undergraduate students. Anna is passionate
about encouraging women and underrepresented minorities to
pursue science careers. She has been the faculty mentor of the EOU
Chemistry Club for over twenty years. Under her leadership, the
club has been recognized by ACS with many outstanding awards
for their professional development and for promoting community
outreach events. Some, like Girls in Science and Saturday Science,
have garnered the Richland Section multiple ChemLuminary awards.

Sankar Krishnamoorthy is a Scientist
at Pacific Northwest Nation Laboratory
(PNNL). He received his Ph.D. in
Chemistry from University of Southern
California (2017), Los Angeles. As a
postdoc, he worked on biomedical
devices at Caltech, and trained in
chemical biology team at PNNL, before
accepting a scientist position (2022). In his current role he is
developing chemical biology capability for the environmental
molecular science laboratory (EMSL), a DOE user facility at
PNNL. This involves engaging biological and environmental
researchers to take advantage of chemical biology tools to
understand biochemical processes and setting up an automated
and high throughput laboratory for small molecule probe
development. He is interested in developing new chemical
processes and tools to address some of the challenges in
environmental, health and energy areas.

Anna has been an active member of the ACS since 1986. She is
currently the Councilor of the Richland Section, a member of the
Local Section Activities Committee, and the incoming Chair of the
Division of Analytical Chemistry. She was honored as ACS Fellow in
2014. She served as Chair of the 50 Forward Campaign for Project
SEED (2018); Chair of the Committee on Project SEED (2015-2017);
and General Co-Chair for NORM 2018. Anna was Chair of the Richland
Section in 1999 and has been Chair of the Diversity Committee
since 2000.
Anna looks forward to continuing serving the Richland Local
Section and working with a strong and diverse leadership. As an
experienced member of the executive committee, she is committed
to strengthen the Section’s efforts to promote science education at
all levels and foster effective governance and programs that help
advance the profession of all its members.

COUNCILOR Karthi Ramasamy
Karthikeyan Ramasamy joined Department of
Energy’s Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL), Richland, WA in 2009. He is currently
the Laboratory Relationship Manager for the
Bioenergy Technologies Office and a Chief
Chemical Engineer. Prior to joining PNNL,
Karthikeyan worked as a Research Engineer at
Florida Solar Energy Center between 2003 and
2008. His research interests lie in the broad area of energy and the
environment, specifically applied catalysis and process engineering.
Karthikeyan has published 35 plus peer reviewed journal articles/
technical reports/ book chapter, given more than 100 conference
presentations, and holds 10 approved patents plus several under
review. He served ACS Catalysis Science & Technology Division
in multiple roles including program chair (2015-2018), treasurer
(2019-2021) and alternative councilor (2022). He looks forward
to the opportunity to step into the role of councilor/ alternative
councilor and support our broader local community by advancing a
diverse and inclusive culture to promote science.

He has been an American Chemical Society (ACS) member
for over 8 years. Now that he is grounded in Richland, he
would like to get involved and serve the community through
participating in ACS local chapter activities. He has interest
and experience in mentoring high school, undergraduate and
graduate students towards a career in Chemistry and Science.
He is delighted and honored to participate in ACS Richland
community activities.

COUNCILOR Dave Heldebrant
I was born in Pasadena, California and
went to school at the University of
California at Davis, receiving a PhD in
organic chemistry in 2005. I have lived
in Richland since 2006 and have worked
at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory where I am currently a
Laboratory Fellow. My work for the US
Department of Energy focuses on solvent-based CO2 capture
coupled with catalytic conversions to fuels, chemicals and
materials. I have served ACS at the local, divisional, regional,
and national levels. I began my service to the Richland local
section as Chair in 2012 and as a member of the executive
committee for the past nine years, and the past few years
I have served as alternate Alternate councilor. I have also
served as Program Chair, Chair, and Director at Large for the
Division of Energy and Fuels. Additionally, I co-chaired the
national thematic programming “Chemistry of Resilience” for
the ACS Fall National Meeting in 2021 in Atlanta, GA. I have
enjoyed serving our local section for the past decade and am
grateful for their support and nomination for my successful
candidacy for ACS Fellow. I would like the opportunity to
continue my service for section, our members, and the
scientific community.

RICHLAND SECTION RECEIVES CHEMLUMINARY AWARD
With the year’s theme “Celebrate ACS Volunteers – Sustained
Excellence!” the 24th Annual ChemLuminary Awards ceremony
took place in person at the Hyatt Regency Chicago on
Tuesday, August 23 and honored the work of ACS volunteers
to continue improving people’s lives.
The Richland Section was finalist for the following awards:
Most Innovative New Activity or Program and Best Overall
Minority Affairs Committee. Our Local Section received
the ChemLuminary award for ‘Best Overall Minority Affairs
Committee’ for organizing many events that reached a
diverse audience within the section membership and the
community at large. Supported by a DEI&R grant from ACS,
the Committee organized the first virtual bilingual (SpanishEnglish) outreach program at Isaac Stevens Middle School
in Pasco, WA. A total of 374 7th grade students, mostly
from underrepresented minorities, participated in hands-on
laboratory activities. Following a pre-recorded video by our
volunteers, students built a 3D model of the COVID-19 virus
and made their own hand sanitizer. A second virtual outreach
event, Girls in Science, geared at 6th through 8th grade young
women, also gave an opportunity to dig into the science
behind COVID-19. Activities were developed by chemistry
faculty and student volunteers at Eastern Oregon University
in La Grande who partnered with Biology, Math, and Computer
Science departments. Forty-seven girls attended the virtual
event from 13 different schools from Eastern Oregon. The
Committee also helped organize the first-ever virtual Family
Game Night which was hosted by Dr. Oliva Primera-Pedrozo
(PNNL) and Dr. Hilsamar Felix Rivera (UPR-Bayamon). Nine
families discovered the fun of chemistry through the hearts
paper chromatography activity. The Committee sponsored
two virtual Science Café events celebrating scientists from
underrepresented groups including Dr. Shirmir Branch and
Mrs. Cristina Padilla-Cintron. The Annual Social also included
a presentation from Dr. Lori Anna Valentin who gave an
excellent presentation about “A Day in the Life of a Forensic
Scientist.” Additional events included a “book-club” style
discussion on the documentary Picture a Scientist which was
held in collaboration with PNNL/SPARK, a women’s advocacy
group at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, and an
Active Bystander workshop led by Ms. Tanya Bowers of PNNL.
The training outlined strategies to address harassment,
discrimination, and other unwelcome behaviors of all types.
The ChemLuminary Awards represent the highest recognition
given by the ACS to recognize outstanding events and
programs within the Local Sections. Congratulations to the
Richland Section for this great achievement!

Many thanks to our Volunteers who make
these achievements possible!
Mariefel Olarte, Deepika Malhotra, Anna
Cavinato, Sonia Alcantar, Shirmir Branch,
Laura Meyer, Britt Robertson, Kristin Omberg,
Sandy Fiskum, Oliva Primera, Angel D. Padilla,
Yolanda Olivera, Arturo Mendoza, Cristina
Padilla-Cintron and Isabel Mendoza.

EOU STUDENT CHAPTER RECEIVES OUTSTANDING AWARD

EOU Chemistry Club members presented their research at the Spring 2022 ACS meeting in San Diego
Congratulations to the Eastern Oregon University (EOU)
Chemistry Club for earning yet another outstanding award!
For the twelth year in a row (!!!), the American Chemical
Society has recognized Eastern Oregon University’s student
chapter with an outstanding award for their activities
during the 2021-22 academic year. Members of EOU’s
chapter will travel to Indianapolis in March 2023 to
receive the award at the ACS National Meeting. After many
activities were placed on hold due to the COVID pandemic,
the club strived to reengage with the university campus
and the community, providing many in-person events and
opportunities for professional growth and career coaching.
The club received glowing reviews based on the report that
was submitted to ACS in May 2022. Reviewers commended

the chapter for their “excellent balance of service,
professional development, and chapter development”
and for “conducting successful outreach events with all
attendees working safely with all demonstrations.” The
Chapter also excelled at engaging its members through
professional activities, including hosting seminar speakers,
career preparation, participating in activities organized
by the Richland Section, and attending the ACS National
Meeting. Students enjoyed traveling to San Diego where
they presented research posters, engaged in networking
opportunities, and attended numerous events geared
towards undergraduate students. A big THANK YOU! to the
Richland Section for providing generous support for the
Chapter’s activities.

RICHLAND SECTION HOSTS VIRTUAL SCIENCE CAFE
Richland Local Section hosted a virtual
Science Café to honor Dr. Morris Bullock
for receiving prestigious ACS Award in
Organometallic Chemistry in 2022. He gave a
wonderful seminar on “Making and Breaking
Metal Hydride Bonds” and shared the exciting
discoveries from his Research Group. It
was very well attended both in-person and
virtually. Eastern Oregon University students
and Chemistry club joined us in-person and
in total 26 people attended this hybrid event.

crossword puzzle - ELEMENTS!
About the Author Robert Pike is a professor of chemistry at The College of William & Mary. He is an inorganic
chemist with interests in Materials for Sensors and Catalysts, Metal-Organic Networks Chemistry, X-Ray Crystallography,
and Chemistry Education, in addition to creating crossword puzzles.
Elements 1-Across & 1-Down
ACROSS

Robert D. Pike

1. Early civilization era?
6. Compound with two OH groups
10. Computer brain?
15. Cigar or sandwich
16. Blacksmith shop fixture
18. Kind of whistle
19. Kind of brew
20. Diving gear
21. Relish
22. Sugar molecule name ending
24. Disorderly crowd
25. Internet restaurant review site
26. Internet site edited by its
audience
29. Glass or Gershwin
32. Combines
35. Murdered biblical brother
36. Dimpled sphere
38. Airport screeners, abbrev.
41. Project for the handy, abbrev.
42. Part of a cement truck
43. Made a wistful sound
45. Roadway curve
46. Aquatic mammals
48. Aquatic stalk
49. Fever-testing device?
54. Use a cleaver
56. Lightly anesthetize
57. Geographic guide
60. 19th Century cab
63. Architectural indentation
64. Anger
65. Olefin ending
66. Poison a potent potable
69. U.S. 66 and 101, e.g.
70. July 20, 1969 landing
71. C'est _____ ami
72. Energy transferred through
atomic motion
73. Multicolored silica-based
gemstone
76. U.S. digital intellence agcy.
78. Recede
80. Deity in Islam
82. Brother of TV's Frasier
85. Ready and waiting
89. Is rife with
90. Texas A&M player
91. India's currency
92. Food packaging?
93. U.S. space agcy.
94. Electric car battery?

DOWN

1. FDR-era work program
2. _____ daily bread
3. Lawyer org.
4. Food packaging?
5. Tolkien's talking trees
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© Literate Software Systems

6. Article in Aachen
7. Company name ender, abbrev.
8. Fertilization site
9. Thermonuclear device?
10. Addenda
11. Montmorillonite, kaolinite, and
bentonite
12. Hymenoptera home
13. "American _____"
14. Cop drama heavy
17. Lips, medically speaking
23. Penultimate inning
26. Baseball Hall of Famer Boggs
27. Colorful wading bird
28. Pennsylvania: the _____ state
30. The way there
31. Takes in a garment
33. Older spreadsheet file extension
34. Pharma giant _____ Lilly
37. Make a potable potent
38. Fe2O3 + 2 Al --> Al2O3 + 2 Fe
39. Homonym of 84 down
40. Append
42. A place to lay down
44. Grad. sch. adm. test
47. Ion implicated in hypertension
50. Old vinyl, for short

51. Economics prefix
52. C2H4
53. Perch for 36 across
54. Rebel Guevara
55. Most common Chinese ethnicity
58. _____ 51
59. Silverfish or roach
61. Norfolk sch.
62. _____ in Black
67. Grandma
68. Electric-lit advertising?
69. Artist's pigment?
70. South America's camel
73. Morsels for sorrels
74. Peon
75. Baldwin or Guinness
77. Photosynthetic eukaryote
79. End of a fish hook
81. Cable chan.: Call now! Supplies
are limited!
83. Ice on the Rhein
84. Caspian or Black
86. Prefix with gram or dermis
87. 80s band _____ Speedwagon
88. Number of amendments forming
the Bill of Rights

find the solution at acsrichland.org/NEWS

Chemists want to do chemistry. We are happiest when we are at the
bench, surrounded by glassware, apparatus of all shapes and sizes and
the ubiquitous safety equipment – or on our computer, performing
simulations or modeling. It’s where we are at our best and feel fulfilled
and productive. Duties that take us away from that familiar environment
such as regulatory affairs, environmental impact assessments, safety
procedures, or ethics training can be seen as an unwelcome distraction
from the excitement of doing science. But those tasks are critical to
how we pursue our science. Today’s chemists not only understand that
but live by it. Safety and ethics are core to chemistry, front and center
in chemists’ minds. And our science is all the better for it. There is
no doubt that what we now produce is of higher quality and is more
responsive to the world in which we live than ever before. We thrive
with those challenges and opportunities.
– Bibiana Campos-Seijo, Editor in Chief, Chemical & Engineering News

ACS ENJOYS LAMB WESTON TOUR

Who doesn’t like French fries! Richland section of American
Chemical Society organized a tour of the local Lamb Weston
French-fry facility. The Richland facility produces over 600
million pounds of frozen french fries annually. Participants
learned about Lamb Weston and its history, then tour the
plant followed by fries tasting. Our host at Lamb Weston was
William Kirkham. The group enjoyed the presentation by our
host followed by Trivia content on French fries. A total of 21
participant joined the tour.

OUR JULY MEET N’ GREET

The Richland Section held a get-together for members and
their guests on July 13th at Leslie Groves Park. Members
had the chance to meet and renew acquaintances that
have languished during the past few years of social
distancing, as well as make new ones. Section officers
also used the opportunity to informally poll members on
how the section can better serve the membership.

ACS MEMBERSHIP CHANGES
National ACS Initiates Membership Changes

uPCOMINg events
november 13
SECTION ELECTION BALLOTS DUE
Mariefel Olarte: Mariefel.Olarte@pnnl.gov

november 18
RICHALND SECTION FALL RECOGNITION SOCIAL
RICHLAND COMMUNITY CENTER AT 6PM
Deepika Malhotra: deepika.malhotra@pnnl.gov

In case you missed it, the national ACS organization rolled out
some membership changes effective January 1 of this year. The
changes established several new categories of membership. You
don’t have to do anything and your membership will continue
as always (assuming you pay your dues, of course!) However,
if you would like more information about the new membership
categories and why they were established, here’s a link to a “Town
hall” meeting which will provide details: https://communities.
acs.org/t5/ACS-Network-Community-Knowledge/MembershipTransformation-Local-Section-Division-and-Chapter/ta-p/86401

learn more online at www.acsrichland.org

